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High and consistant capacity 

Low space requirement 

Long wear life 

Easy replaceable wear parts due to the hydraulic opening device 

Suitable within a wide range of applications 

High reduction ratio 
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The DSM series of Hammer mills are 

ideal for coal and soft mineral 

crushing applications. They are high 

capacity hammer mills with high 

reduction rate. Since the grinding 

walls are arranged on both sides of 

the crusher, the direction of the rotor 

can be reversed for optimal usage of 

the beater heads and longer service 

life. 

HAMMER MILL C  
REDUCTI

RUSHERS / SIZE
ON MILLS

Mobile Hammer mill Crusher plant 

DSM1828 Hammer mill for limestone
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Hammer mills provide 50% less rock on metal contact 

DSM series Hammer mill are ideal for: 

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS 

BRICKWORKS

CEMENT

CHEMICALS

COAL  

FERTILIZERS  

FOUNDRIES   

GLASSWORKS

GYPSUM WORKS   

LIME INDUSTRY

QUARRIES

ORE  

STEELWORKS

WASTE DERIVED FUEL  

For fine and medium crushing (Product size up to<5mm) 

Hard coal and lignite in coal processing and power plants 

(circulating fluidized bed) 

coking coal for the iron and steel industry 

limestone and gypsum rock 

other related soft to medium-hard minerals, as well as various 

types of salt and fertilizer. 

   Grog, clay, shale and broken bricks  

   Secondary Crushers for limestone 

  Barytes, bauxite, borax, nitrates, salt, kaolin, 

Pharmaceuticals and any other chemicals, plastics etc 

Coal preparation plants, coke ovens and shale for stone 

dusting 

Phosphates, muriate of potash, guano, etc  (‘P-

Type’ Hammermill designed for chemical fertilizer application)

Knock-out sand 

    Cullet etc 

Raw or calcined gypsum for plasterboard etc. 

   Burnt lime, shells, chalk etc 

   Aggregates, agricultural limestone and brick dust 

 MINING Bismuth, copper, iron and many other ores 

   Preparation of limestone etc., for sintering 

 Final reduction for pellet production 

of direct firing 

HAMMER MILL
ROCK ON

S PROVIDE 50% LESS 
 METAL CONTACT 

hard resins

coal slag

granite

marble
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HIGH PERFORMANCE - LOW OPERATING COSTS

High performance - low operating costs

Meeting all your needs

Little dust and low noise levels

Capacity increased by 5-10% Capacity up to 2500 tph.

Wear parts last longer. The AMC alloy hammerhead (Big 

Gold Teeth®) enjoys a service life increased by 50~150%. 

The new hammer rotor consists of a heavy, forged, square 

cross-section shaft fitted with cast steel rotor discs. The 

special "sandwich" assembly of the discs is a robust 

construction, preventing distortion and crack formation.   

The wear parts of the hammer mill are easily replaced due 

to the hydraulic opening device. 

Easy to service and maintain. 

Depending on the application, various confi guration options 

and/or additional structural elements can be utilized:

Mechanically adjustable grinding walls to compensate wear 

and achieve the desired product size

Hydraulically adjustable grinding walls for tasks that 

frequently vary in relation to product quality and particle size 

distribution

Replaceable grate to limit oversized grain for suitable 

applications 

 

Equipped with dust-cleaning apparatus water tank, in order 

to reduce the noise, damping layer is filled in the interlayer 

between the upper body and the lower body. All this 

combines to create a safer and cleaner working 

environment.
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DSM SERIES HAMMER MILL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Crusher configuration   Roll diameter mm (in)   Roll width mm (in)   Max.capacity mtph   Max.feed size mm(in)

DSM0808  800(31.5)  800(31.5)  35  120(4.72)

DSM0810  800(31.5)  1000(37.37)  65  120(4.72)

DSM0814 800(31.5) 1400(55.12) 120 120(4.72)

DSM1010 1000(39.37) 1000(39.37) 75 250(9.84)

DSM1012 1000(39.37) 1200(47.24) 90 250(9.84)

DSM1014 1000(39.37) 1400(55.12) 130 250(9.84)

DSM1212 1200(47.24) 1200(47.24) 120 250(9.84)

DSM1214 1200(47.24) 1400(55.12) 140 250(9.84)

DSM1216 1200(47.24) 1600(62.99) 160 250(9.84)

DSM1414 1400(55.12) 1400(55.12) 150 250(9.84)

DSM1418 1400(55.12) 1800(70.87) 250 250(9.84)

DSM1422 1400(55.12) 2200(86.61) 300 250(9.84)

DSM1426 1400(55.12) 2600(102.36) 400 250(9.84)

DSM1430 1400(55.12) 3000(118.11) 500 250(9.84)

DSM1618 1600(62.99) 1800(70.87) 300 250(9.84)

DSM1622 1600(62.99) 2200(86.61) 400 250(9.84)

DSM1626 1600(62.99) 2600(102.36) 500 250(9.84)

DSM1630 1600(62.99) 3000(118.11) 600 250(9.84)

DSM1828 1800(70.87) 2800(110.24) 650 250(9.84)

DSM1832 1800(70.87) 3200(125.98) 700 250(9.84)

DSM1836 1800(70.87) 3600(141.73) 750 250(9.84)



ZHENGZHOU DINGSHENG ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

ADDRESS：National HI-TECH Industry Unit B Torch Building, Zhengzhou,China.

TEL：0086-371-67897103 0086-371-53738757
FAX：0086-371-60535395 0086-371-65948723
SKYPE：dscrusher
Email：dscrusher@yahoo.cn
MSN：dscrusher@hotmail.com

WEBSITE：www.dscrusher.com

Questionnaire 

To enable us to quote for equipment relative to your particular requirements, it will 

greatly assist us if all essential information is supplied with the initial enquiry. For 

your guidance we tabulate the information required : 

Material   .................................................................. 

Material hardness, or chemical content?  ............................................  

Feed size ? (mm)    ................................................ 

Your required output size? (mm)   .................... 

Capacity required in tonnes / hour   ........................... 

For more requirement, you can send to me now, or later, to our expert mail
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